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Absfmcf - This paper presents a new dual loop control using 
novel vector product phase locked loop(VP-PLL) for a high power 
static var compensator(SVC) with three-level GTO voltage source 
inverter(VS1). Through circuit DQ-transformation method, a simple 
dq-axis equivalent circuit is obtained. From this, DC analysis is 
carried out to obtain maximum controllable phase angle a,, per 
unit current between the three phase source and the switching 
function of inverter, and AC opcn-loop transfer function is given. 
Because amm becomes small in high power SVC, this paper pro- 
poses VP-PIL for more accurate a control. As a result, the overall 
control loop has dual loop structure, which consists of inner VP- 
PLL for synchronizing the phase angle with source and outer Q- 
loop for compensating reactive power of load. Finally, the validity 
of the proposed control method is verified through the experimental 
results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there have been increased demands for high 
power static var compensator(SVC) to stablize transmission lines 
and compensate large industrial loads. In this trend, several control 
methods for high power SVC have been presented and analysized 
[ 11-(71. In the early times, approches using thyristor controlled reac- 
tor(TCR) were attempted, which had slow transient response in 
spite of its high power capacity[ 1]-[2]. ARer this, control methods 
with forced-commutated inverter were studied for fast response[3]- 
[4], and thus with multi-level inverter for high power SVC[S]. 
Also, with the development of high voltagdcurrent device such as 
GTO, analysis and control of SVC using three-level GTO inverter 
were achieved to obtain lower harmoics and higher dc-link voltage 
at lower switching freguency(fm < 500IIz)[6]. However, so far, it 
has not been recognized that the role of PLL, for phase synchroni- 
zation becomes more important because the maximum controllable 
phase angle diflerence a,,, per unit current between ac source 
and switching function of inverter is smaller for high power SVC. 
Hence, a novel vector product phase locked loop(VI)-PLL) is pro- 

posed in this paper for controlling a more accurately than the con- 
ventional hardware PLL. 

This paper presents SVC system using three-level GTO voltage 
source inverter(VS1) for compensation of reactive power using 
phase angle control. By circuit-DQ transformation, a simple dq-axis 
equivalent circuit is obtained, from which DC analysis is done for 
lumped resistor R, representing total system loss and a,,, and 
AC analysis for open-loop transfer function of system. Thus, overall 
controller with dual loop structure is composed of outer Q-loop for 
compensation of reactive power and inner VP-PLL for phase syn- 
chronization. In the end, experimental results confirm the useful- 
ness of the proposed controller for high power SVC. 
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vdc 

L3 GTO Gate Driver 

Fig. 1. An overall view of SVC system with three-level GTO in- 
verter. 

11. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

The proposed SVC system as shown in Fig. 1 consists of a three- 
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level GTO voltage source inverter, linked reactors] DC-side capaci- 
tors, three phase source and load. To compensate the reactive 
power QL injected by the load, the SVC generates reactive power 

Q, to obtain unity power factor at the source by making the sum of 
QL and Q, be zero. IIere, the control of Q, is achieved by con- 
trolling a phase angle, so called a-control method, and the operat- 
ing principle of which is explained by per-phase fundamental 
equivalent circuit as shown in Fig.2. 

a <O : leading currcnt' a > O  : lagging current 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 2. Phase-angle, a-control method, (a). per-phase fundamental 
equivalent circuit, (b) and (c). phasor diagram for capacitive and 
inductive. 

That is, by controlling phase angle difference a(=a, - a,) between 
per-phase angle al of source and a2 of fundamental switching 
function imposed to the inverter, the system operates as induc- 
t i ve (e0 )  or capacitive(a<O). Fig. 3 shows the proposed switching 
pattern with low switching frequency( 18OIlz), which is chosen due 
to the low operating frequency of GTO's as high voltagdcurrent 
switching devices. 
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Fig. 3. Optimal switching pattern 

Thus, per-phase fundamental output voltage of inverter, Voa, can 
be expressed as follows: 

where MI is the modulation index of pulse-width modulation 
(PWM) switching pattern of inverter, and V, is the voltage of DC- 
capacitor. Furthermore, the global coitrol of the proposed SVC 
system is carried out using DSP56001 processor. 

i, 

Fig. 4. The simplified main circuit of the SVC system. 

111. MODELLING 

The main circuit of the presented three-level GTO inverter of Fig. 
1 can be simplified as shown in Fig. 4. By applying circuit DQ- 
transformation method, abc-axis circuit of system is transformed 
into dq-axis equivalent circuit, where modelling is carried out un- 
der the following assumptions [7]-[8]: 

1) All switches are ideal, 

2) The total loss of system is represented by lumped resistorR,, 

3) Fundamental component is only considered. 

Considering the balanced system, source voltage(vs,h), cur- 

rent(iab,) and inverter output volt age(^,,^) with a switching 

function S on abc-axis are given as follows: 

(2) [ ] . [:y] v , , ~ ,  = @v, sin(wt - 2n 13) , I- = fob 

sin(wt + 2 n  / 3) 

sin(ot+a) 
, yo,* = S  v d c .  (3) 

where V, is the ms line-to-line voltage of three phase ac source, 
md denotes the modulation index(MI) of switching function 

and a is the phase angle between vsa* and yo,*. An arbitrary 
abc-axis variable is transformed into the corresponding one on dq- 
axis by the following transformation matrix K [8]. 

+ a) CO<& + a - 2 4 3 )  cogat + a +21c/3) 
+ a) si4wt + a - 2 4 3 )  sir(c0t + Q + 2 4 3 )  1 .(4) 

Thus, by applying K to Fig. 4, the equivalent circuit transformed in 
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to dq-axis is obtained as in Fig. 5 .  

VAR V.[V I.[A] 

IOKVA 220 20 

IOOKVA I100 56 

IMVA 3300 175 

about 2.9" assuming that q is 0.95 at 100kVAR. Table 1 shows 
R,, a,, with V, and I, for each reactive power capacity of lOk, 

tl R. am= 

0.055 U 5,50 

0.03 pu 3° 

0.017 U 
0.97 (o.32 A, 

0.90 (0.46h) 
0.95 (0.63n) 

"ad 

Fig. 5. Circuit DQ-transformed equivalent ciruit of SVC. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

A. DC ANALYSIS 

Through DC analysis of Fig. 5, by assuming that inductor L is 
short and capacitor C open, the operating points of open-loop sys- 
tem can be characterized. Firstly, the equation of reactive power Q 
to flow into system is expressed by a function of a as follows [7]: 

K1 sin2a 
Q = Vsq Id - Vsd I, = 7 C - r .  

Also, based on line to line voltage V,(l P.u.) and phase current 
I,(1 P.u.) of source, the equivalent lumped resistence R, and the 
maximum controllable phase angle amar can be derived as a func- 

tion of eficiency, q of system where phase angle shill of anlm 
causes 1 p.u. current to flow into the system. 

(7) 
I . - 1  
2 

amax = -sin [2(1- q)]. 
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Fig.  6. Plot of R. versus n. 
Invcrtcr Efficicncy, q 

The values of R, and a" can be redrawn with respect to q as in 
Pig. 6 and 7. These values become smaller as the efficiency q is 
larger. This means that R, and anrm become small at high power 
applicaion because of high eflicicncy. For example, a-_- becomes 

look, IMVAR, respectively. 

10 I I 1 

a 
3 2  

0 
.85 .90 .95 1 .oo 

Invcrtcr Effrcicncy,  r\ 

F ig .  7 .  Plot o f  am,x v t r a u a  q. 

Table. 1. R, and amar at each reactive capacity. 

R. AC ANALYSIS 

By solving small signal equations of Fig. 5 ,  open-loop transfer 
function, Ge(s) of reactive power Q ( s )  with respect to phase 

angle a(#) can be obtained as follows[7]: 

Using the derived open-loop transfer hnction, it is possible to de- 
sign the overall control loop by root locus method. 

V. CONCEPT OF VP-PLL 

In the conventional a-control compensation method, it becomes 
important to synchronize the phase angle of switching pattern with 
source voltage and the response of the control loop should be as 
fast as possible for accurate a-shift opearation. So far, the hardware 
PLL as given in Fig. 8 has usually been used for phase synchroni- 
zation. However, !he conventional hardware PLL is inadequate for 
accurate and fast phase synchronization owing to the following 
disadvantages: one is the lack of accuracy due to oscillation and 
noise around the zero-crossing point caused by a comparator, and 
the other slow response due to the detection of single zero-crossing 

_. - * -  ,nu* signal during a half period. On the other hand, as becomes 
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smaller in high power SVC as shown previously, a new PLL con- 
ventional hardware PLL. 

v, low 
M pass + 

filter 

phase 0 
cmssing shin Timer -+ memory 
detector detector -+ 

Fig. 8. the block diagram of the conventional hardware PLL. 

Fig. 9(a) shows the block diagram of the general phase locked 
loop(PLL) composed of phase detector(PD), loop filter(LF) and 
voltage controlled oscillator(VOC). On the other hand, thc pro- 
posed VI'-PLL achieves phase detection by vector producting two 
normalized dq-vectors as shown in Fig. 9(b): one of which is dq- 
transfonned source voltage and the other switching pattern 

v,,qd saved with 0.5" interval in memory. Finally, Fig. 9(c) shows 

the modified VP-PLL for controlling phase angle a corresponding 
to an arbitrary vector product command lTcom. and a PI controller 
used as I F .  Ilere, the presented VP-PLL can control a more accu- 
rately than the conventional hardware PLL due to the following 
reasons: firstly, the lack of accuracy caused by noise and oscillation 
doesn't happen in sonware VP-PLL, and secondly, the slow re- 
sponse due to single phase detection during a period is improved by 
the presenled W-PI) of every 0.5" interval during the period. 

1iN J 
(c> 

Fig. 9. The concept of VP-PLL (a). the block diargam of an general 
phase locked loop(PLL), (b). PD using the concept of vector prod- 
uct, (c). modified VP-PLL for controlling a to follow VP,,,,,. 

VI. CONTROLLER DESIGN 

As shown in Fig. 10, the overall controller has dual-loop struc- 
ture composed of both inner VP-PLL for controlling a to follow 
Wco, obtained from Q-loop and outer Q-loop for compensating 

reactive power Q for command Q,, by using PI controller. Actu- 
ally gains of each PI controller are designed by root locus method, 

I VPI I L  I 

Fig. 10. The overall controller loop of the SVC system. 

where the block denoted as an asterisk in Fig. 10 is excluded for 
simple design. That is, the equation of VP related to a can be ex- 
pressed as the following equation under the condition of very small 
value of a :  

w = vs,qd x vm,qd = lvaqd IIvw,qdlsina = s i n a  E a. (9) 

All of the PI gains and the parameter values of the system are given 
below. In this case, the unit-step response of Q for a step change of 
Q,, reaches the steady state within 2 period as in the simulation 
result shown in Fig. 1 I .  

L = 8nrH. C = IOOOpF, V, = IIOOVm, R, = 0.63C2, (10) 
K p p  = 1 . O e - I ,  KIP = I.Oe3, 

KPQ = 2 . 0 e - 6 ,  K ~ Q  = 7.6e-5. 
(11) 
(12) 

1.2 , 
~'~~~~~ 4 

2 -  

00 
0.00 .os .to .I 5 .20 

time[sec] 

Fig. 11. Response of Q for unit step change of (Ico,,,. 

Fig. 12. The optimal switching pattern compared with source phase 
voltage; source phase voltage v,, (4OOV/div), switching pattern of 
inverter v,, (4OOV/div). 
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(b) (b) 
Fig. 13. Inductive operation for Q,,, = 50 kVNI. (a) Line current 
I (2ONdiv) and source phase voltage v,, ( 1  kV/div). (b) Source 
line-to-line voltage v ~ , ~ ~  (1  kV/div) and inverter output line-to-line 

voltage v , , ~ ~  (1 kV/div). to-line voltage (1 kV/div). 

Fig. 14. Capacitive operation for Q,, = -50 kVAR. (a) Line CUT- 

rent I ~ (20Ndiv) and soiuce phase voltage v, (lkV/div). (b) 
Source line-to-line voltage v,,,~ (1 kV/div) and inverter output line- 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The validity of the prescntcd control melhod is verified through the 
experiment using 5OkVA prototype implemented by DSP5600 1 
processor. IIere, the parameters of the system and the gains of the 
PI controllers are the same as the values employed in the simula- 
tion of chapter VL Fig. 12 indicates the optinial switching pattern 
compared with source phase voltage used in this experiment, the 
switching frequency of which i s  considered to be 18011~ in each 
GTO device. The hannonic components of the source phase voltage 

as shown in Fig. 12 are due to the switching noise in P.T.(Potential 
Transformer) caused by switching action at the line side, which do 
not exist in the actual waveform. Under the inductive operation of 
Q,,= SOkVA, Fig. 13(a) shows line current compared with phase 
voltage, and Fig. 13(b) line-to-line voltage of source and inveter, 
where the inverter output has leading current phase(w0) with 
smaller magnitude than the source. Fig. 14 indicates the same case 
as in Fig, 13 under the capacitive operation of Qcom= -5OkVA, 
where line-to-line voltage of inverter output has current lagging 
phase(w0) with larger voltage magnitude than that of source. 
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where line-to-line voltage of inverter output has current lagging 
phase(w0) with larger vollage magnitude than that of source. 

Fig. 15. The transient response for a step change in Q,, from 
capacitive (-50 kVA) to inductive(50 kVA); the desired var com- 
mand Qco,, the actual generated var Q, line current 1~(20Ndiv)  
and source phase voltage v,, (2kVIdiv). 

Fig. 16. The transient response for a step change in Q,, from 
inductive (50 kVA) to capacitive(-50 kVA); the desired var com- 
mand Q,,, the actual generatcd var Q, line current 1~(20Ndiv)  
and source phase vollage v,, (2kVldiv). 

steady state within 2 period from the step change of e,,, which 
shows that the presented controller has good performance for an 
application to high power SVC system using three-level GTO in- 
verter. 

VXII. CONCLUSION 

The simple equivalent circuit of SVC system is obtained by cir- 
cuit DQ-transformation and characterized in terms of DC and AC. 
R, and U,, are derived from DC analysis, and open-loop transfer 
function is given. Because of smaller umnr in high power SVC, a 
novel method as the proposed VP-PLL is desired for more accurate 
phase synchronization than the conventional hardware PLL. There- 
fore, the global control loop is composed of inner VP-PLL for phase 
synchronization and outer Q-loop for reactive power compensation 
of load. It is confirmed by the experimental results that the pro- 
posed dual loop controller with VP-PLL has good performance to 
high power application. 
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